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Isaiah 60:1-7 

“Arise, shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the LORD rises upon you. 
2 See, darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, 

but the LORD rises upon you and his glory appears over you. 
3 Nations will come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your dawn. 
4 “Lift up your eyes and look about you:  All assemble and come to you; 

your sons come from afar, and your daughters are carried on the hip. 
5 Then you will look and be radiant, your heart will throb and swell with joy; 

the wealth on the seas will be brought to you, to you the riches of the nations will come. 
6 Herds of camels will cover your land, young camels of Midian and Ephah. 

And all from Sheba will come, bearing gold and incense 

    and proclaiming the praise of the LORD. 
7 All Kedar’s flocks will be gathered to you, the rams of Nebaioth will serve you; 

they will be accepted as offerings on my altar, and I will adorn my glorious temple. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Tough times. 

Harsh political climate. 

Rising debt among laborers/the working class. 

Animosity among the people.   

Uncertainty. 

 

This is not a description of today’s world…though it just might be.  Rather, it’s a 

description of the circumstances of the Jewish people in the mid to late 500’s BC. 

 They experienced 70 plus years in exile in Babylon….. 

  Away from the land that defined them 

  Knew the symbol of who they are, the Temple, was destroyed 

  “How could we sing the songs of Zion in a foreign land?”  - Ps. 137 

  And the theologians of the day explained that their exile was to be  

   understood as a punishment for their lack of faithfulness to God. 

Tough times indeed. 



That exile finally ended when the Persians defeated the Babylonians.  King Cyrus the 

Persian, allowed them to “go home”.  But the thing is, the people who “went home” 

probably didn’t know of any other home than Babylon.  Their “going home” to the land 

of Israel, to Jerusalem, was perhaps like going to a foreign land: unfamiliar. 

 

And when they got to Jerusalem 

 They found a disaster 

  The temple needed to be rebuilt 

  The wall around the city was destroyed and laying in ruins 

 There were naysayers living nearby….who not only ridiculed the returned exiles for 

rebuilding, but they actively worked to prevent it and when the reconstruction was finally 

achieved, they began gaslighting the Jews – accusing them of setting themselves up as 

enemies…that they would surely attack their neighbors.   

 

 They had to not only rebuild the Temple and the wall around the city; they had to 

re-establish the priesthood and religious system; they had to rebuild an economy and 

basically figure out “who they were”. 

 

And there were times that they lost heart.  It was just too much. 

 Too much physical work 

 Too much animosity and hostility 

 

Hard times; Dark times 

They take their toll on a people. 

 And it can be hard to get out of it. 

 It becomes the way of life. 

People can become complacent: “this is our lot in life; there’s nothing to be done” 

People can become so used to the broken conditions, they don’t even see it  

 Anymore as something that can and should be changed. 

Studies have shown that people who live in darkness, actual physical darkness exhibit the 

following: 

poor concentration, oversleeping, feelings of worthlessness, and weight gain 

more likely to lie and cheat 

make mistakes at work 

see things we don’t normally see 

develop depression 



Change that to spiritual/emotional/social/economic darkness and the results are similar: 

 unemployment 

 depression 

 money problems 

 feelings of worthlessness 

 hopelessness; nothing can ever change for the better 

it all becomes cyclical, feeding into each other….. 

 

Research has delineated different phases that a community will go through during times 

of a disaster: 

1. Impact phase.  Reactions range from shock to panic. Initial confusion and disbelief are 

followed by a focus on self-preservation and family protection.  

2. Heroic phase. Characterized by a high level of activity with a low level of productivity. 

There is a sense of altruism, and community members exhibit adrenaline-induced rescue 

behavior.  

3. Honeymoon phase. A dramatic shift in emotion. Disaster assistance is readily available. 

Community bonding occurs. Optimism exists that everything will return to normal 

quickly.  

4. Disillusionment phase. Communities and individuals realize the limits of disaster 

assistance. Optimism turns to discouragement and stress continues to take a toll. 

Negative reactions, such as physical exhaustion or substance use, begin to surface. The 

gap between need and assistance leads to feelings of abandonment. This phase can last 

months and even years.  

5. Reconstruction phase. Characterized by an overall feeling of recovery. Individuals and 

communities begin to assume responsibility for rebuilding their lives, and people adjust 

to a new normal while continuing to grieve losses. This phase often begins around the 

anniversary of the disaster and may continue beyond. Following catastrophic events, the 

reconstruction phase may last for years. 

 

It was to these people (maybe in that disillusionment phase) that these words are 

declared:   Arise!  Shine!  For your light has come. 

What would it have meant to hear those words? 

 Arise!  Shine!  For your light has come. 

 

Arise! 

Take heart that a new day is coming. 

 Believe that something new is possible. 



 Change your posture…. 

 Change your mind. 

 

Shine! 

Keep working for the future you believe in, impossible though it may seem. 

 Those who sow in tears shall reap with shouts of joy!  - Psalm 126 

Even while crying/in despair/in darkness, do the work of the season: sow the seeds you 

have. In other words: shine. 

For by the time the harvest comes, your tears will be changed to joy – and you 

will have a harvest with which to celebrate. 

Imagine if the darkness, despair caused us to stop sowing….we actually extend 

the seasons of sadness because we won’t have a harvest. 

 

Your light has come. 

God is not done acting. 

God is not finished with the work of redemption 

God is going to change the landscape.  

In vs. 2 of our passage today: there is a “but”. 

Vs. 2  “See, darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, 

but the LORD rises upon you and his glory appears over you.” 

 

Imagine the people of long ago hearing those words of encouragement in the midst of 

their circumstances. 

 That the glory of Jerusalem was going to be restored. 

 It wasn’t just going to be by the work of their hands. 

 But that God was going to show up in Jerusalem again. 

 And it would be such a place of holiness that people from all over would come to 

worship the Lord. 

 

Imagine the people of long ago hearing those words 

Imagine hearing those words today – as we live in tough times; dark times: 

 Arise! - take heart; have hope 

 Shine!  - keep doing the Lord’s work that is before us. 

 Your light has come!  - God is going to show up. 

 



Could we take in that message in such a way that the darkness in our sinful hearts could 

brighten? 

Could we take in that message in such a way that the darkness in our world is overcome? 

 

This season of Advent is meant for us to do exactly that. 

Hear this message and let it bring the light of a new day to us. 

 


